
spending my days just on the field digging beside one day crossing on foot venice

less  in  italy  mostly  to  my  installation  field  in  the  mountains  with  davide  and 

from one side to the other of the city even to the castle and lastly walking far 

the  alps  and  finally  spending  a  few  days  in  blossoming  innsbruck  walking  there 

advantage of the beautiful weather and exploring small german villages closer to 

taking   small   walks   like   in   spier   and   especially   in   heidelberg   before   taking 

her  before  traveling  south  through  germany  and  stopping  many  times  on  the  road 

with livia going from farm to farm but also walking several times in utrecht with 

05134: "walking extensively to begin with in the netherlands being often outside 

arranging them next to the installation foundation"

them and downloading from my little tractor and finally with the help of davide 

06128: "transporting more of the metal bars of the installation now both loading 

especially early in the morning"

reaching   my   place   in   the   alps   and   experiencing   off   an   on   some   rough   wind 

weather also traveling through germany and austria with almost no wind but then 

18130: "experiencing some wind biking in the netherlands and enjoying the sunny 

demolishing the kitchen chimney when it rained"

in italy getting quite physical working on my installation in the mountains and 

netherlands doing domestic work and keeping care of livia as my project and later 

driving   through   germany   and   austria   and   at   the   beginning   keeping   in   the 

01184: "a month using a lot of objects with only not so much objects used while 

generally little sleep and some very vivid dreams"

video-games   while   visiting   him   in   sweden   before   going   to   italy   and   getting 

getting affect especially by an isreaely one and also getting affected by august 

02166: "having quite regular dreams in the netherlands watching series there and 

days with snow despite the spring"

finding a much colder weather and only a few days of sun and mostly rain and even 

snow in the mountains all around and at last reaching italy to work on my project 

several cities and then stopping for a few days in a sunny innsbruck with a lotof 

weather  and  for  the  first  time  this  year  keeping  just  with  my  t-shirt  visitng 

few cold days with even snow and then traveling through germany with a magnificent 

16134: "experiencing some hot summer days in the netherlands but also suddenly a 

making sure they wouldn't fall"

them to the field also having to stop on the way to pick them back up with davide 

06127: "starting to download the metal bars of the installation and transporting 

much cement"

outside all the debris making not a too high heartbeat also not too breath too 

mountain apartment and using heavy hammer to break it down and then transporting 

06126: "taking advantage of some bad weather to demolish the chimney inside my 



06131: "now working on the mountain installation with davide pushing to weld the

installation"

there especially in the industrial area searching for a clamp to help me weld my 

and leaving the mountains to stay in vicenza breathing quite some car emissions 

the stove after demolishing the chimney but still getting a lot of smoke inside 

bassano and later back in the mountains while welding and also trying to turn on 

rainy days and again breathing some bad air stuck in the traffic on the way to 

emissions of the tractor and also some cement breaking the chimney down during the 

while visiting innsbruck until making it to italy and breathing generally the bad 

15119:  "bad  air  stuck  in  the  eastern  traffic  in  and  around  stuttgart  and  also 

overworking too much but still showing my strength and determination"

the installation and digging with them and also davide letting time go by without 

06130: "now having my old high-school friends over to help me level the ground of 

quite extensively in the palladian city"

being blocked by the hunters in the mountains to build my installation and filming 

walking through it to reach my apartment and lastly having to repair in vicenza 

on my side but managing to film a bit bassano and then venice during a rainy day 

end up in the italian alps and only filming seldom with the bad weather and davide 

the german alps and in innsbruck exploring extensively the austrian city to then 

13180: "taking advantage of the nice weather to film the beautiful scenary across 

being blocked by the hunters"

be heard and yet keeping rather positive despite my installation in the mountains 

or vicenza and nonetheless not really pronouncing well all my thoughts afraid to 

09098: "recording my thoughts while walking in empty italian cities like venice 

casualties in indonesia linked to overwork during the elections"

scattered   across   the   planet   with   nothing   too   tragic   beside   a   big   amount   of 

read   among   the   usual   political   headlines   about   casualties   and   finding   some 

walking with my phone every morning out in a spot with good reception trying to 

12166:"in the mountains finding it quite hard to check for the news nonetheless 

switch hands to lift them in and out"

drive  back  and  forth  several  times  with  davide  always  helping  me  and  trying  to 

time  managing  to  carry  them  in  the  tractor  without  dropping  them  but  having  to 

06129: "still uploading and downloading the metal bars of the installation this 

ending up in a great cathartic gay pride carnival"

improvising the fable of a rainbow trout and his slow discover of being homosexual 

08101:   "in   the   netherlands   quite   diligent   now   writing   in   the   evening   and 

bassano"

to make small fixes in the apartment and small walks with davide both in schio and 



entire structure down with him in fact trying to only dig the strictly necessary

to place down the iron bars and me trying to dig more around it"


